Call for HISTORY papers

Did you write a stellar history paper for History 200, 490 or other history class? Are you looking for a leg up on your grad school or law school applications? Do you want to add a publication to your resumé?

The Thetean, BYU’s student journal for scholarly historical writing, is looking for well-polished papers dealing with any historical or historiographical topic.

- Papers should be a minimum of 10 pages.
- Print off two new copies of your paper without any personal identifiers (name, BYU ID, etc.), corrections, or grades.
- Attach a cover sheet to each copy of your paper. Coversheets are available from the History Department Office (2130 JFSB).

Submissions are due to the Thetean’s box in 2130 JFSB by Friday, January 20, 2012 by 5:00 pm.

Email Katherine White at k_white32@yahoo.com with questions.